
CLASSIC BEAUTY 
BUILT FOR THE AGES
New Ageless Iron brand pairs 
timeless design and durability

(Denver, CO – September 14, 2019)  The manufacturer of 

Nostalgic Warehouse and Grandeur Hardware introduces 

a new hardware brand built to resist the toll of time and 

mother nature - Ageless Iron. This extraordinary line 

of hardware is crafted from hand-poured molten iron and 

transformed into exceptional knobs, levers, plates and 

more that can withstand the elements while keeping their 

stunning black finish. 

Ageless Iron is a smart choice because of its remarkable 

durability. The final powder coating has been tested to 

withstand 12 months of exposure to the most demanding 

climates and is both UV and salt resistant. Each piece is 

sandblasted and deep-cleaned, and then zinc-plated twice 

for superior corrosion resistance. The finished look will 

literally last for decades while maintaining its original beauty.

The quality of this hardware is obvious from the first touch. 

Each lockset is impressively heavy, with each solid cast iron 

piece weighing up to five pounds. Meticulous craftsmanship 

ensures years of reliable performance with factory-lubricated 

wear-points and spring-assisted knobs and levers. Each 

piece comes with a five-year mechanical and finish warranty 

for lasting peace-of-mind.
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Laura Hanson
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PR Agency Contact:

Linda Jennings
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Ageless Iron perfectly captures the look and feel of solid bronze with-

out the hefty price tag. Its textured black finish makes a sophisticated 

style statement keeping with the latest design trends. This versatile 

collection features styles that were carefully chosen to complement 

any décor, from Farmhouse and Federal to Mission and Craftsman. 

Options includes three levers, two knobs, three rosette/plate styles, one 

handle set and matching deadbolts. More designs and accessories will 

be added in the future as the collection grows.
Visit agelessironhardware.com to see more.
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HARDWARE COLLECTION

Loch Rosette 
with Aeg Knob

Loch Rosette 
with Dirk Lever 

Loch Rosette 
with Keep Knob

Loch Rosette 
with Lance Lever

Loch Rosette 
with Tine Lever

Vale Short Plate 
with Aeg Knob

Vale Short Plate 
with Lance Lever

Vale Short Plate 
with Tine Lever

Keep Long Plate 
with Dirk Lever

Keep Long Plate 
with Tine Lever

Keep One-Piece 
Handleset

Keep Long Plate  
with Keep Knob

Vale Deadbolt


